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Subject: Prof. McCanney's Planet X Warnings Now Unfolding
The World is seeing virtually every pre-Planet X disaster that
Prof. McCanney foretold here, at least ten years ago, now coming
to pass. This book is brief, but its content is great and vital to the
near future welfare of humankind. Available at jmccanneyscience.com.
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Cyclones will come in large groups and decimate cities and
towns, leaving those with standard housing with nothing. Torrential
rains will weaken roadbeds and mudslides will be common. Rivers
will flood and mobility will come to a standstill. Since the jet streams
will also become erratic due to extended cloud cover, some days
will be very hot while on the next day it will snow in even the tropical
locations. Animals in the fields will die of starvation and the quality
of water will quickly be undrinkable even though there is water
everywhere. Those who have not made it to high ground by this time
will have lost the opportunity and will be unable to move.
Chemicals other than water such as ammonia, hydrocarbons and
other complex oils may start to influx from outer space as Earth
becomes more electrically active and reacts to the increase in solar
electrical activity caused by the approach of the large comet and its
nucleus (Planet X). By this time the public will be fully aware of the
severe nature of the situation and the government leaders will have
retreated into their specially prepared cave dwellings with the doors
securely locked and guarded against entry by the angry populous.
The Public will also be aware that it is the huge encroaching comet
that is the cause of all the Earth Changes they are seeing and will all at
this time become fully aware of the total incompetence of NASA who
had told them that comets were harmless little "dirty snowballs" and to
not listen to those who would tell you otherwise. The NASA scientists
too by this time would be securely locked in their previously prepared
cave shelters, stocked with provisions for a many year stay.
The winds and powerful land hurricanes will begin sweeping out
large volumes of vegetation and piling into regions where eventually it
will turn into coal hundreds of thousands of years later.

The public will now also begin to see large electrical discharges
streaming between the planets and their moons and between the
planets. Jupiter especially, with its large electrical interaction with the
Sun will seem to be throwing lightening bolts across the sky. The
huge comet will likewise begin to discharge electrically to the other
planets and a huge trumpet like call will ring through Earth's
atmosphere as the searing electrical discharges interact with the upper
atmosphere. Colorful auroras will light up even the daytime sky with
finger like dancing lights as the electrical discharges continually
interact with the ionosphere."
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